Armoured Wheeled
Vehicle

Patria 6x6 is built on the heritage of legendary Patria
XA-series 6x6 “Pasi” vehicles as well as on the success
of Patria AMV.
Patria XA-series was introduced to the markets in
1980’s and it soon became an iconic part of the various
peacekeeping and crises management missions not
forgetting its original basic duty – transporting soldiers
on the battlefield - in a simple & robust vehicle providing the needed protection & mobility.
In modern warfare the need for large tactical troop
transportation is still existing. The new Patria 6x6
is modular, high-performance but at the same time
simple & robust and affordable to provide this tactical
capability in larger fleet quantities.

Back to Basics.

Mobility
robust & fully independent suspension (similar to Patria AMV)
together with high performance engine ensures unforeseen
mobility & crew comfort in the 6x6 category. Amphibious
capability is available as an option.

Survivability
high payload capability ensures that with the protection level
STANAG level 4 (optional) there is enough payload for various
vehicle variants and equipments. This allows versatility
through various weapon system integrations available to the
vehicle.

Affordable
all solutions are cost effective with low through-life costs, this
together with truck-like user interface makes vehicle simply to
operate, maintain and repair. Logistical commonality between
Patria 6x6 and Patria AMV 8x8 provides additional benefits.
With this new Patria 6x6 - the legend is reborn in a modern
form to meet the basic military transportation needs of tomorrow.

Patria 6X6– Armoured Wheeled Vehicle

Technical specifications
Engine

Dimensions
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»

Length
Height over hull
Width
Max. payload
Max. combat weight

7,5 m
2,5 m
2,9 m
8 500 kg
24 000 kg

Transmission

Performance
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»

294 kW
1870 Nm
5 inline

»» Power output
»» Torque output
»» Engine type

Max. speed
Climbing capacity
Side slope
Obstacle
Trench crossing
Swimming
Fording
Operating distance

>100 km/h
60 %
30 %
0,6 m
1,0 m
(optional)
1,5 m
>700 km

7 + 2 gears

»» Automatic

Driveline
All wheel drive
Pneumatically controlled
hydraulic disc brakes with ABS
Optional

»» Driven axles
»» Brakes
»» CTIS

Suspension

Protection
»» Modular ballistic, mine and IED-protection system
according to customers’ requirements. STANAG level
2, optional level 4. Readiness for future protection
technologies as well as future soldier equipment

LED-light technology

»» High performance, maintenance free LEDlightstechnologies as well as future soldier equipment

»» Suspension type

»» Spring type

Fully independent suspension
with double wishbone on every
wheel station
Coil springs with hydraulic shock
absorbers, hydropneumatic
elements optional

Steering
»» Steering type
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Hydraulically assisted steering
with mechanical linkage for 1st
and 2nd axle, rear axle steering
optional
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